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What would you do if your house was covered in goo,and you found a glowing door that led to

the North Pole?Allie Simonson and her best friend Ryan have to deal with that exact

situation.When they step through the glowing door, they enter the magical world of the North

Pole, where Santa and his elves are facing a sticky situation.Will Allie and Ryan be able to help

Santa and the elves, and still make it back home in time for dinner?Or will the goo destroy the

North Pole and ruin Christmas for everyone?



PINTO!: Based Upon the True Story of the Longest Horseback Ride in History, Lessons from

the Teacher

Daniel B. Lyle, “The perfect multi-genre Christmas story. Breakdancing... ATHLETICSWriting

stories... CREATIVITYLots of green goo... MYSTERYA portal to elsewhere... SCIENCE

FICTIONA whole new world... TRAVEL & NATURETackling a deadly danger... THRILLERA

wonderful reward... RESOLUTIONSatisfying housework... SELF-HELPUnderstanding family...

FRIENDSHIP---who could ask for more?”

Batoul Ajlouni, “A cute and exciting adventure!. Kids will really enjoy this story. It's fun, exciting,

and so Christmassy. Has a couple of good lessons as well. I recommend adding this one to the

library of books to read to your kids.”

I am an Avid Cat Reader!, “Parents Need This 'Delight' For Your Tots!. Allie and Ryan Find

Trouble Going On At The North Pole! Oh, No!What a delightful Christmas book for all the

children aged 5 to 8 and adults like me who are young at heart! The 'Slimy Goo' and story is a

hoot. The book is as colorful and vibrant as the characters. I enjoyed the author's mystic and

magical elements within the storyline of a "magical door into the North Pole," and the mystery-

solving fun starts!Parents and grandparents, aunts, and uncles can now give their tiny tots the

gift of 'Christmas Reading' with this adorable book all year long. I highly suggest this one!”

DMR, “That's where that green goo came from!. Some of my earliest memories, and I suppose

with most of us, are of Christmas. This charming story, which begins as a story in-progress,

quickly opens a back door to precious memories of that time.What is the goo? What does it

have to do with Christmas? You will follow Allie, employing a magical door as she finds the

source of the offending goo and quickly puts an end to its "gooing." Then she and her friend

Ryan are rewarded by Santa. A cute story for your child.”

Zoe J, “Delightful. This is the most delightful Christmas story. I purchased it to read to children

over the holidays. The kids will love seeing the green goo everywhere and how it got there. I

loved the authors' use of a cosy little mystery in making this Christmas story. I chuckled

throughout the book. I highly recommend this light fun read.”

LLM, “"They Saved Christmas" - my 3 year old. My kids love Christmas all year long and they

loved this story following Allie and Ryan as they figure out where the green goo is coming from.

Good lessons on helping and being kind woven in the story too.My kids are 3 and 1 and they

enjoyed this story. Kept the 1 year old's attention too. Recommend for any kid who loves

Christmas or a good story.”

Whistler, “Fun with Goo and Elves and Santa. A cool story for preschool and early elementary

school kids to visit the North Pole with elves and Santa. Learn how to stop a green goo crisis.

Learn from the elves when they aren’t perfect. The illustrations are lovely.”

Elsa Bridger, “This feel-good story is perfect for sharing with little ones.. Kids love goo and

Christmas, so it’s a winning combination, especially when helping Santa and the elves save a

Christmas calamity. There’s an added bonus for Ellie, but I’ll not spoil the surprise by saying.



The illustrations compliment the story beautifully, too. My Kindle Paperwhite could only display

them in black and white, but I still enjoyed the detail, and the style gave it a modern feel.”

Ennes, “Cute Xmas Story - perfect to pass the hours until Santa comes!. Allie and Ryan are

stuck with some homework when they notice some green goo and go investigate where it

come from.... Every kiddo can relate to this - waiting for Santa is hard enough - but when there

is some goo to be investigated, it might develop into a fun-filled story!Obviously, Allie and Ryan

manage to work out how to stop the green goo - and they even get to ride in Santa's sleight!”

The book by Shawna James has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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